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Automotive Plastic Parts
Manufacturer
Mold Design & Making. Injection Molding.
Decoration. Assembly



Car Center Panel,
Steering wheel switch, 

Insert Paddle switch

Knob / Button / Switch

Window Lifter Panel,
Car Stereo Panel

Control Panel /
Interior Panel

Car Dashboard Display
Dashboard

Dashboard, Air Vent

Trim Frame

With IATF 16949 Certified, Mony provides plastic automotive parts for the automotive 
industry which demands higher quality. We can offer dashboard panels, frames, 
switch knobs, housing and etc.
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Others

Who We Are

Product Application

Why Mony

Mony is a leading manufacturer of high quality plastic components in Taiwan, specialized 
in double-shots and triple-shots injection molding. We also provide in-house mold design 
and making, decoration and assembly.

► Total Solution
     Mony offers total solution including mold design, mold making, injection molding, plastic 
     decoration and assembly.
► 40 years of experience
     Mony has professional teams and accumulated knowledge database, which win the trust of      
     our customers.
► Fast Delivery
     With 24-hours operating and automated facilities, Mony can speed up productivity.  
     We also keep improving to minimize cycle time in injection molding.
► Quality and Visual Aesthetics
     We not only pursue functionality but also require product appearance in order to meet
     the trend for everyday aesthetic.



Design Mold Making Injection Surface
Treatment

DeliveryAfter-Sales Service Package Assembly

What We Do

Mold Design and Making
We pay attention to the details of mold design like cooling system, 
configurations of gates and runners. With practical experiences, 
Mony can estimate risks before mold trial and understand the 
feasibility of the design.

Plastic Decoration
Mony offers a variety of plastic decoration including painting, 
printing, laser etching and plating. We produce products with 
aesthetic elements which improve the quality on its texture 
and create more value for end users.

Assembly
Mony offers semi-auto and manual assembly. We have assemblied 
skills in different levels of complexity so we can fulfill customers' 
requirements in high-volume and custom production.

Plastic Injection Molding
With over 40 years of experience in plastic injection, Mony not 
only offers one-shot and double-shots injection, but also be a 
leading manufacturer in triple-shots injection.




